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Stacking faults in colloidal crystals grown by sedimentation
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A real-space study is presented on the occurrence of stacking faults in crystals of silica colloids with
diameters of about 1 and 1.4mm formed through sedimentation. The softness of the interaction
potential is varied from slightly repulsive to hard-sphere like, both intrinsically by variation of the
diameter, as well as through the addition of salt, which screens the surface charges. Our results
indicate that the equilibrium crystal structure for these colloids is an fcc-crystal, with the number of
stacking faults determined by the interplay between sedimentation and crystallization kinetics,
irrespective of the softness of the interaction potential. For spheres with a certain diameter the
number of stacking faults decreases with decreasing initial volume fractions. These results provide
a way to grow fcc-crystals of hard-sphere particles by slow sedimentation. The relative number of
stacking faults in the first few layers above the bottom wall can be as much as a factor of 10 higher
than deeper into the crystal. This effect is due to the crystallization kinetics on a plain wall in a
gravitational field. A patterned bottom wall that favors a specific hexagonal orientation was found
to drastically reduce the number of stacking faults in the crystal. ©2002 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1522397#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The ability of colloidal particles to self-assemble into
variety of crystalline phases lies at the heart of ma
materials-science studies, especially in the fields
photonics,1–3 catalysis,4 sensors1 and lithography.5 In these
applications the colloids can either serve directly as the fu
tional building block1,2,5 or they form a template for making
so-called inverse-opal structures.3,4,6 For most applications
especially in the field of photonic materials, knowledge
and control over the formation of defects is crucial. First,
uncontrolled formation of defects destroys most optical ch
acteristics, for instance by broadening and doubling of Bra
peaks.7,8 Second, the controlled incorporation of defects m
again be useful for instance by creating specific, localiz
defects modes. Considerable research has been devot
the creation of such materials, but much less work focuse
the occurrence of defects. Recently, several papers discu
the influence of stacking faults, the most common type
defect in hard-sphere-like colloidal crystals, on the photo
properties of colloidal inverse-opal materials.7,8 However, a
detailed knowledge of the parameters that influence the
mation of defects like stacking faults in colloidal materials
still lacking.

More research has been devoted to the occurrenc
stacking faults in the hard-sphere model system from a
oretical point of view. This is mostly due to the almost d
generate nature of different close-packed hard-sphere s
ing sequences and the related question as to what is
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stable crystal structure. The free energy differences betw
face-centered cubic~fcc!, hexagonal close packed~hcp!, and
crystals exhibiting an arbitrary number of randomly distri
uted stacking faults, solely arise from entropic interactio
These free-energy differences have only recently been ca
lated using computational methods and are only on the o
of 1024kBT per sphere at the melting volume fraction, whe
kB is Boltzmann’s constant.9–11 The fcc crystal is the mos
stable structure, but these differences are so small that st
ing faults can easily occur. Furthermore, Pronk and Fren
demonstrated that when a finite crystallite size is taken i
account a completely randomly stacked sequence@denoted as
random hexagonal close packed~rhcp!# is more stable for
crystallites containing less than about 30 000 particles.10 This
is an important consideration for experimental situatio
where often a polycrystalline state results or where the s
of crystallization is examined. The subsequent relaxat
from rhcp to fcc is estimated to be slow, on a time scale
months to years for 200 nm-diameter particles, and is
thermore predicted to be dependent on the grain-size.10 In
recent computer simulations, the crystal nuclei in a sup
saturated liquid were found to be of rhcp type.12

Several experimental papers confirm this scenario. Z
and co-workers found in space, thus without the influence
gravity, a pure rhcp stacking.13 Most papers dealing with
crystals nucleated on earth under conditions of bulk crys
lization also report a strong tendency towards a rand
stacking,14–17 however, the actual number of stacking fau
as compared to the fcc structure can differ considerably u
method of preparation and the relaxation time after crys
nucleation.17

Research on the structure of colloidal crystals has mo
been performed using light scattering14,17,18or other diffrac-
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tion methods.19 With these techniques a well-averaged stru
ture factor is obtained from which for instance the stack
sequence can only be obtained by performing aglobal fitting
procedure, despite the fact that the occurrence of faults
vary throughout the crystal.7,10The recent rise of quantitativ
three-dimensional~3D! microscopy methods in colloid
science20,21 has also led to papers in which the stacking
quence was probed directly in real-space.15,16,22Furthermore,
Gu and co-workers used confocal microscopy to illustr
the quality of their dried crystals, but they did not present
analysis of defects or stacking faults in their crystals23

Clearly, the question of getting reasonable statistical ac
racy in a real-space analysis is of importance compare
diffraction methods—see, e.g., the large error margins
ported in Ref. 15—but it has the big advantage of determ
ing the stacking sequencein situ. Furthermore, by making
clever use of the information provided by specific crys
orientations, stacking-fault counting can be simplifi
considerably.16 Complementary to the previously mentione
papers, we will in this paper show the usefulness of re
space measurements by also probing thelocationof stacking
faults. This will be done for a system of silica colloids th
crystallized during sedimentation. Colloidal crystallizatio
by sedimentation is one of the most commonly used te
niques for making colloidal crystals for applications.3,4,6 As
such, the results presented here will be a first step towar
better understanding of and control over defect formation
photonic crystals. Moreover, several papers have claim
proofs for fcc crystallization of sedimented, charge-stabiliz
silica colloids and related these observations to hard-sp
behavior.24 Here, we will also address the role of the ‘‘sof
ness’’ of the interactions between the particles on the sta
ing sequence of colloidal crystals.

Crystallization during sedimentation is a situation mu
different from the zero-gravity or nearly zero-gravity sy
tems mentioned previously. In fact, many of the ‘‘deviation
reported in those papers—i.e., the occurrence of a hig
stacking sequence than pure rhcp—have been ascribed t
presence of a gravitational field, e.g., through gravi
induced shear or hydrodynamic interactions during settli
be it that its magnitude was low.13,17 The magnitude of the
gravitational field is usually described by the Peclet numb
Pe5DrgR4(kT)21, which expresses the gravitational e
ergy relative to the thermal energy. For small Peclet nu
bers, typicallyPe5O(1024) corresponding to colloids with
a radius of about 100 nm, the variation of volume fraction
the region above the sediment, which is called the ‘‘fan,’’
rather smooth. In this case, the growth of the sediment ca
well described by conventional hard-sphere crystal gro
from the supersaturated solution just above the sedime25

For larger spheres, for instance with a radius of about
nm, the Peclet number is two orders of magnitude high
Thus, the one-dimensional~1D! gravitational force-field has
a much larger influence on crystallization. The influence o
strong 1D force field on crystallization has been only
cently addressed.26,27

Apart from the presence and influence of gravity on
crystallization of sedimenting colloids, the presence of a s
strate wall on which crystallization occurs also influences
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behavior of the colloidal suspension prior to and duri
crystallization.27–29 For crystallization at a patterned wal
the occurrence of the best quality crystal with respect to
amount of defects, is, due to the presence of gravity, de
mined by the prefreezing and/or wetting behavior of the c
loidal liquid.30

The conditions for obtaining a crystalline sediment f
colloids at high Peclet-numbers are not immediately straig
forward. At initial volume fractionsw0;1021 commonly
used for sedimentation experiments with smaller, low Pec
number particles (Pe;1021), spheres with a radius highe
than about 400 nm do not form a crystalline sedime
anymore.25 This gave rise to some remarks that it would n
be possible to crystallize colloids in this size-range
sedimentation,31 but clearly this should be a matter of th
balance between the particle flux due to sedimentation
the maximum growth velocity of the crystal. This balan
can be tuned by slowing down sedimentation with an elec
field like the authors of Ref. 31 did, but can also be tuned
adjusting the intrinsic parameters of the sedimentation p
cess, like the initial volume fraction. There are indicatio
from electron microscopy data that the amount of fc
stacking in crystals of sedimenting colloids can be rat
high.24 It remains however unclear whether this is due to
softer interaction potential compared to hard-spheres cau
by repulsive interactions between surface charges that are
completely screened, or whether it is due to the crys
growth kinetics or to the presence of the gravitational for
field directed towards the hard bottom wall.

In this paper we will investigate the occurrence of stac
ing faults in colloidal silica crystals grown by sedimentatio
We will show that there is a finite number of stacking faul
but that the overall stacking parameter has a large tende
towards fcc. Furthermore, for a given particle size and int
action potential, the number of stacking faults decreases w
decreasing initial volume fraction. This study is carried o
using real-space measurements that allow for a direct de
mination of stacking faults, as well as their location. In t
first few layers of the crystal over the bottom wall, we fin
an increased probability for stacking faults to occur, whi
also decreases on further reduction of the initial volume fr
tion. In addition to recent results showing the possibility
epitaxially grow any desired stacking sequence by usin
template that directly dictates the stacking sequence,30 the
occurrence of stacking faults is also shown to be influen
by a wall pattern that favors a specific hexagonal orientat
of crystal planes.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. F
we will present the details of our experiments and of t
structural analysis of the colloidal crystals. Then we will ta
a closer look at the sedimentation process in a colloidal s
tem, as related to crystallization in the sediment. The sec
containing the results and the discussion of these resul
divided in four parts. First, the behavior of the overall stac
ing parameter in the two systems investigated in detail w
be presented. Then several aditional experiments that ex
ine the influence of surface charge screening through
addition of varying amounts of salt will be presented. T
location of stacking faults as a function of the distance to
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE I. Stacking parameters for the four different systems investigated in this study.a

R ~nm! dHS/d w0 Pe (w0Pe)21 ^a& ^a&L.4

499 1.322 0.004 0.13 2.5•103 0.9060.13 0.9560.05
499 1.322 0.002 0.13 5.0•103 0.9460.07 0.9760.02
692 1.027 0.005 0.50 0.4•103 0.7860.11 0.8160.08
692b 1.027 0.005 0.50 0.4•103 0.9160.07 0.9160.06

aR is the sphere radius,dHS/d is a measure for the softness of the interaction potential and gives the effe
hard-sphere diameter over particle diameter,w0 the initial volume fraction,Pe stands for the Peclet numbe
and^a& and^a&L.4 are the overall stacking parameter and the stacking parameter averaged over layers fi
higher ~counted from the bottom wall!, respectively.

bParticles sedimented on a patterned wall that favors a single hexagonal orientation.
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bottom wall comprises the third part of this section, follow
by results on the influence of a surface pattern at the bot
wall on the stacking parameter.

II. EXPERIMENT

Silica colloids that contained a fluorescently labeled c
and a nonfluorescent shell were prepared using method
ported in the literature.32 Particles with an outer radius o
499 nm as measured by transmission electron microsc
~TEM! contained a 100 nm-radius core that was labeled w
rhodamin isothiocyanate~RITC!.33 The polydispersity, de-
fined as the relative width of the size distribution, of the
particles was 0.033. Particles with an outer radius of 692
measured with TEM, contained a 192 nm-radius core labe
with fluorescein isothiocyanate~FITC!. The polydispersity of
these particles was 0.015.

For both batches, the particles were dispersed in
refractive-index matching mixture of demineralized wa
and glycerol~Baker, z.A grade! in a volume ratio of 1:7.18.
In some of the experiments with the 692 nm-radius partic
N,N-dimethylformamide~DMF, Merck! and a refractive in-
dex matching mixture of 3:7~volume ratio! DMF and dim-
ethylsulfoxide~DMSO, Merck! were used. In order to scree
interactions lithiumchloride~Merck! salt was added. Below
we will explicitly mention which results have been retriev
with DMF, DMF-DMSO, and mixtures with salt added. Fo
all other experiments, the water–glycerol mixture witho
added salt was used.

For the 499 nm-radius colloids, the bottom of the se
mentation container consisted of a 22 mm-diameter Cha
no. 1 coverslip, which had been immersed in chromosulfu
acid ~Merck! for 20 minutes and rinsed with demineralize
water and ethanol~Merck, absolute grade! before being
coated with a layer of poly~methylmethacrylate! ~PMMA! to
prevent particle adhesion. PMMA~950k, 4 wt% in chlo-
robenzene, MicroChem Corp.! was spin-coated at 1000 rpm
for 30 s and subsequently baked for 1 hour at 170°C. T
results in a layer thickness of;450 nm. A bottomless flask
with an internal diameter of 9.65 mm was glued to t
PMMA-coated coverslip using Silicon Rubber Adhesi
RTV 102 ~General Electric!. The sedimentation containe
was rinsed several times with the water–glycerol mixtu
before filling it with a low-volume fraction suspension o
colloids. For the 692 nm-radius spheres the sedimenta
ec 2002 to 131.211.35.102. Redistribution subject to A
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container was similar, except that parts of the PMMA botto
wall had been patterned with an hcp~1100!-template using
electron-beam lithography.30

The 499 nm-radius particles were dispersed at two
ferent volume fractions,w050.004 andw050.002. The 692
nm-radius particles were sedimented from aw050.005 sus-
pension ~see Table I!. The Peclet-numbers, Pe
5DrgR4(kT)21, for these two sizes are, respectively, 0.13
the 499 nm-radius colloids and 0.5 for the 692 nm-rad
colloids. Note that the water–glycerol mixture that was us
has a rather high viscosity (;102 mPa•s), so the time scale
of settling is scaled up considerably, but this does not aff
the interplay between crystallization and sedimentation
both the settling speed as well as Brownian diffusion, a
thus the rate of crystallization, are inversely proportional
the viscosity.

In order to quantify the softness of the interaction pote
tial, the effective hard-sphere diameter,dHS, in the bottom
part of the sediment was determined. This value was de
mined from the interparticle spacing as calculated from c
focal microscopy data~see below!. The confocal diameter
was then multiplied by the volume fraction, relative to 0.7
that a hard-sphere system with the same initial volume fr
tion, Peclet number, and overall sample volume would ha
In calculation of the reference hard-sphere volume fracti
we use the fact that the osmotic pressure at the bottom o
sample balances the gravitational pressure. This value
dHS was compared to the diameter,d, of the particles. The
ratio dHS/d for each of our samples is also indicated in Tab
I. The dependence of hard-sphere volume fraction on
distance from the bottom wall was determined as well,
described in Ref. 34. At the maximum depth in the crys
that was used to determine the stacking sequence, the
ume fraction was always almost similar to the volume fra
tion at the bottom, i.e., higher than 0.70.

Samples were analyzed using fluorescence confocal
croscopy~Leica TCS SP2! two months after homogenizatio
of the dispersion. The samples were scanned inxy- and xz-
mode, i.e., parallel and perpendicular to the bottom wall
the container respectively~thez direction is along the optica
axis, while thex andy directions are the lateral coordinate
parallel to the bottom wall!. Crystallization of hard-sphere
like colloids at a wall yields crystals that are oriented w
their densest plane, an hexagonally packed layer, paralle
the wall. The stacking sequence of close-packed layers
top of each other can be easily probed by evaluation of p
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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11323J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 24, 22 December 2002 Stacking faults in colloidal crystals grown by sedimentation
ticles positions in the~1100!-plane,16,21 perpendicular to the
bottom wall. In fact, by using a template for crystal grow
that carries a pattern of holes with similar symmetry as
~1100!-positions in a crystal with a specific stacking s
quence, a crystal with this hard-sphere stacking sequence
be grown.30 In the Leica TCS SP2-system the scan field c
be rotated. In this way thexz-scan can be chosen to coincid
with the ~1100!-plane~see Fig. 1!, which allows for an easy
and fast way to probe crystal stacking. The elongated app
ance of particles in Fig. 1 results from the decreased res
tion along the optical axis of the microscope. The use
core-shell particles makes it however possible to clearly
tinguish separate particles. Note that the fact that two a
cent crystal grains are displaying their~1100!-plane in the
same projection is purely coincidental.

The stacking sequence of hexagonal layers is usu
denoted with the lettersA, B, and C. If the positions in a
specific layer are denoted byB then there are two sets o
possible positions for both the layer above and the la
below, which are theA- andC-positions. Given the position
of the layer below asA, the layer atop can either have th
same lateral coordinates, resulting in anABA- or hexagonal
close packed~hcp!-type stacking, or it can occupy the thir
set of coordinatesC, which results in anABC- or face cen-

FIG. 1. Confocal image of a~110!-plane in two adjacent grains in a sed
mented crystal. The optical axis of the microscope runs in the vertica
rection. The elongated shape of particle images results from the diffe
form of the points spread function parallel and perpendicular to the op
axis. The arrows indicate two stacking faults in the left grain that are vis
as a kink. At the top of the image the fluidlike tail of the colloidal sedime
profile is visible. The change in focus for different particles results from
small tilt of the sample with respect to the optical axis.
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tered cubic~fcc!-stacking. To each layeri in the crystal a
values i5$0,1% can now be assigned depending on its en
ronment. If the stacking is fcc-types i51 and if it is hcp-
types i50. For a crystal consisting ofN layers, this results in
N22 different s i ~for the bottom and top layers i is not
defined!, and the overall stacking parametera of the crystal
can be calculated by averagings i . In the ~1100!-plane an
ABA-stacking is visible as a kink~indicated by the arrows in
Fig. 1!, so that determination of the stacking sequence com
down to counting the number of layers in the crystal as w
as the number of kinks,k. The stacking parametera of a
crystal grain is thus given by16

a5
1

N22 (
i 52

N21

s i512
k

N22
.

For the two-crystal grains displayed in Fig. 1, this giv
a51 anda50.95 for the right and left crystal, respectivel
The overall stacking parameter of a sample is calculated
the total averagêa& over the ~1100!-images taken of one
sample. This averaging was performed with the value oa
for each stack calculated over the same number of lay
N522.

III. SEDIMENTATION AND CRYSTALLIZATION

A description of a sedimentation process usually divid
the sedimenting liquid into four regimes: A clear liquid o
top, a part where colloids are freely settling at the init
volume fractionw0 , the so-called fan in which there is
gradient in particle concentration from the initial volum
fraction to the volume fraction at which particles accumula
at the bottom, the sediment.35 The sedimentation velocity in
the free settling regime is given byU(w0)5U0•K(w0),
where U0 is the sedimentation velocity at infinite dilutio
and K(w) is a volume-fraction dependent correction fact
that takes into account the hindered motion at higher volu
fractions. A good approximation ofK(w) for hard-spheres is
given byK(w)5(12w)6.6.

In the sediment the volume fraction is about 0.60
higher ~either in a compressed crystalline sediment or in
glassy sediment! and its structure can, depending on the
netics of sedimentation versus crystallization, be crystall
or amorphous. In the fan above the sediment, the sedime
tion velocity is dependent on the local volume fractionw as
given byK(w). The volume fraction at the bottom of the fa
is equal to or higher than the melting volume fraction. T
flux of particles into the sediment is independent of the i
tial volume fraction and is just given by the melting volum
fraction times the corresponding sedimentation velocity. T
sediment will crystallize as long as this flux equals the fl
of particles into the crystal. The criterion for obtaining
crystallized sediment is that the sedimentation velocity at
bottom of the fan should be smaller than the maximum cr
tal growth velocity. As under similar conditions the sedime
tation velocity is proportional toR2, while the crystal growth
velocity goes asR22, there is a maximum sphere radiu
above which the sediment does not crystallize anymore. T
scenario was confirmed by Davis and co-workers who fou
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that for initial volume fractions on the order of 1021, col-
loids with a radius of 0.430mm formed an amorphou
sediment.25

This scenario holds as long as the particle flux from
free settling regime into the fan is higher than the maxim
possible fluxw•U(w) for some value ofw betweenw0 and
the volume fraction of the sediment. In other words, when
the flux-curve@w•U(w) versusw# the line connecting the
starting point on the flux-curve~i.e., corresponding to the
initial volume fraction! and the volume fraction of the sed
ment crosses the flux-curve. For hard-spheres this holds
initial volume fractions larger than about 0.02.35 For smaller
initial volume fractions the process is limited by the partic
flux at the initial volume fraction. As the volume fraction
which the colloids crystallize is constant, the process
be described by the maximum rate of crystallizati
(;kT/R2), the initial rate of sedimentation (;DrgR2) and
the initial volume fractionw0 . A proper parameter for char
acterizing the system is thenkT/(w0DrgR4)51/(w0•Pe),
assumingK(w0)'1. This value is given in Table I for the
different systems we have investigated.

IV. RESULTS

A. Overall stacking parameters

In Table I values for the overall stacking parameter,^a&,
for the three systems with different (w0Pe)21 are given. As
can be seen the values of^a& are rather high,.0.80 for all
three samples, indicating a strong preference for an
stacking. These high stacking parameters are in strong
trast with results for hard-spheres in zero-gravity or un
conditions of effective microgravity, where an almost pu
rhcp-stacking (̂a&→0.5) is found. Furthermore it can b
seen that the amount of stacking faults decreases with
creasing (w0Pe)21, from about 0.20 at (w0Pe)215400 to
0.06 at (w0Pe)2155000. This indicates that the presence
stacking faults is to a large amount influenced by the kine
of the sedimentation process and that by further decrea
of the initial volume fraction, thus increasing the equilibr
tion time for the growing crystal, the resulting structure w
be fcc.

The reason for the high amount of fcc-stacking may
threefold: First, the presence of surface charges might g
deviations from hard-sphere behavior. Secondly, the gro
mechanism or the kinetics of the growth process might l
to a prefence for fcc-stacking. Thirdly, the presence o
one-dimensional force field, i.e., gravity, possibly in com
nation with the presence of the bottom wall could favor t
fcc stacking. We will discuss these three possibilities one
one.

1. Repulsive versus hard-sphere interactions

Our silica particles are charge-stabilized with a steep,
not ideal hard-sphere, repulsion. This may change the be
ior from that of hard-spheres and might give a tendency
wards fcc, as fcc has been found to be the stable structur
colloids with long-ranged repulsive interactions at high v
ume fractions.36 The softness of the interaction could expla
the lower value of̂a& for the 692 nm-radius particles, as fo
these larger particles the range of repulsion as expresse
Downloaded 23 Dec 2002 to 131.211.35.102. Redistribution subject to A
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dHS/d ~see Table I!, is shorter. For a system with a softne
of interactions in between our values, Gasseret al. reported
rhcp crystallization in a nearly density-matched system.22 In
their work, they examined the structure of nucleating cr
tals, which will clearly be in the size range for which Pron
and Frenkel predicted rhcp to be the stable structure.10 How-
ever, also measurements performed by Verhaeghet al. indi-
cate an appreciable amount of stacking faults, higher than
values reported here, for a system of charged colloids.15 Fur-
thermore, the differences in the distribution of neighbori
particles between fcc and hcp are very small and occur o
at interparticle distances larger than 1.63•dHS. Thus short-
ranged and smoothly varying potentials may be expecte
give only a minor energy difference between the two str
tures. In fact, recent free-energy calculations indicate that
free-energy differences between hcp and fcc remain alm
constant when increasing the softness of the interpart
potential.37 This would mean that the origin of fcc
crystallization of long-ranged repulsive particles would
due to another reason than the contribution to the free-en
of a soft potential. In order to take a closer look at the effe
of charge on the crystallization of sedimented silica colloi
some additional measurements with the 692 nm-radius
ticles were carried out. These results will be presented be
where we will come back to this point.

2. Growth mechanism and growth kinetics

A second reason for the high amount of fcc-stacking
our crystals compared to hard-spheres in microgravity, m
be the growth mechanism of the crystal nuclei. For t
Lennard-Jones system, where differences between hcp
fcc are also negligibly small38 but an fcc crystal structure is
usually observed in simulations, growth mechanisms w
suggested to explain fcc crystallization, for instance throu
an initial crossed stacking-fault that uniquely promot
fcc-growth.39 As mentioned previously, at the Pecle
numbers examined in this research, the growth mechanis
crystals may be different from bulk crystallization. Howeve
crystallization by sedimentation for similar silica colloid
was recently shown to proceed via the growth of hexagon
stacked layers, with crystallization in a new layer starti
with the formation of nuclei on top of already crystallize
~111!-grains.27 As an fcc-promoting growth mechanism
would have to occur through either a nondegenerate cry
plane, or via self-repeating defects or surface steps,
growth mechanism can well be ruled out as the reason for
preference for fcc-stacking observed here. In fact, the gro
mechanism in our system, which proceeds through stack
of ~111!-planes, would seem the perfect growth mechani
for generating a heavily faulted crystal structure.

For this growth mechanism, the kinetics of growth ho
ever still play an important role, as was shown in the resu
given above. In bulk homogeneous crystallization the crys
growth rate is determined by the supersaturation. In fa
Puseyet al. already noted that the stacking parameter
creased at lower supersaturation and thus lower rates of c
tal growth.14 In our system, the rate of crystal growth
uniquely determined by the initial volume fraction befo
sedimentation. By slowing down the sedimentation flu
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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each crystal layer has more time to equilibrate, thus reduc
the amount of crystal layers that get trapped in a metast
state, i.e., a stacking-fault.

3. The gravitational field and the bottom wall

A third reason for the high amount of fcc-stacking o
served could be the influence of the one-dimensional as
metry in the system, in the presence of the gravitational fo
field and the bottom wall, on the equilibrium crystal stru
ture. As the particles used in this study have Peclet-num
that are considerably larger than in previous studies,
could explain the increased tendency towards fcc. The in
ence of a one-dimensional force field on the equilibriu
structure of hard spheres has not yet been investigated.
and Huse recently determined the strength of the entro
interactions between next-nearest close packed planes
further and found these differences to be very small.11 This
situation could however be different in the presence o
force field directed perpendicular to these close pac
planes. Similarly, the surface free energy between a h
sphere crystal and a hard wall was recently calculated,40 but
the influence of a hard wall on the structure of a hard-sph
crystal has, to our knowledge, also not been addressed

B. A closer look at surface charge screening

For the 692 nm-radius particles, additional measu
ments were carried out using both DMF and a refracti
index matching mixture of DMF and DMSO as a solvent,
high initial volume fractions ofw050.052 andw050.026.
To both these solvents, small amounts of salt were ad
~order 1 mM!, which changes the amount of screening
particle surface charges and thus changes the interactio
wards more hard-sphere-like. From these additional exp
ments three important observations were made:

~1! At an initial volume fraction ofw050.052, only the
sample without any salt added crystallized. In a sam
with 2 mM of salt added, after sedimentation only sm
crystallites appeared on the bottom which extended o
a few layers in the sample. The rest of the sample ha
glasslike, disordered appearance. At a volume fraction
w050.026 (1/(w0•Pe)'80, so one order of magnitud
lower than in Table I! all samples, with added salt con
centrations ranging from 1 to 30 mM showed crysta
zation. From the interparticle distance at the bottom
the sediment after complete sedimentation, we fou
values fordHS/d of dHS/d51.029 in the samples with
salt, compared todHS/d51.140 for the sample withou
salt.

~2! We did not find any changes in the stacking parame
outside the error margins for all of these samples. T
global stacking parameter was^a&50.6760.10. Note
that this is again substantially lower than the value
0.78 in Table I for an order of magnitude higher value
1/(w0•Pe).

~3! The samples with salt added were all polycrystalli
with a typical grain size of about 40mm wide ~similar to
the water–glycerol-dispersed samples in Table I!. The
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samples without any salt added on the other ha
showed crystallites with lateral sizes up to 500mm.

The lower stacking parameter in all of these samp
confirms the trend in Table I. The result forw050.052 shows
that there is indeed an upper limit to the volume fracti
needed to yield crystallization in the sediment at all. T
increase in the range of the repulsion of the sample with
salt lowers the sedimentation speed and affects the gro
rate through the diffusion coefficient, which is enough
shift this limiting w0 abovew050.052. However, the influ-
ence on the kinetics of the process is not enough to incre
the stacking parameter, at least not within the error marg
It does however influence the average domain size, wh
increases by an order of magnitude. Further researc
needed, both theoretically as well as experimentally to st
the effects of the softness of the interaction potential
slowly changing the interaction potential from hard-sphe
like to short-ranged and finally long-ranged repulsive. T
should be performed first without the presence of gravity,
as mentioned before, the additional influence of the grav
tional field and the presence of a hard bottom wall need to
investigated as well. Experimentally this could be done
small spheres at density-matching or at low Peclet num
during sedimentation like in the work of Davis, Russel, a
Glantschnig,25 in a setup where it is possible to work with a
ion-exchanged sample with the possibility to carefully co
trol the amount of deionization.41 The influence of the gravi-
tational field can then be tested by comparing results on h
Peclet-number samples.

C. Location of stacking faults

For the samples given in Table I a layer-wise averaging
of a was carried out in order to probe a possible change
the number of stacking faults as a function of height in t
sample. In Fig. 2̂ a&L is shown for the two samples with
499 nm-radius particles for the first 22 layers in the crys
Note that the data starts at layer 2 as the stacking param
is not defined for the first layer in the sample. As can be s
^a&L is for both samples remarkably lower in the second a
third layer compared to higher in the sample. For layers f
and higher the layer-wise averaged stacking paramete
constant within the error-margins.

FIG. 2. Layer-averaged stacking parameter as a function of layer num
from the bottom plane of the sample for a system of 1mm diameter silica
colloids sedimented from volume fractions of 0.004 and 0.002.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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The origin of the higher probability for the occurrence
stacking faults in the first three layers of a sedimented cry
may be kinetic. Previously, it became already evident that
kinetics of the sedimentation process influences the num
of stacking faults in the crystals. Recently, we carried ou
detailed analysis of the crystallization process at the w
during sedimentation, where it was found that the net
motic pressure at which the first layer above the bottom w
crystallizes is higher than that for successive layers.27 This
effect leads to a decreased equilibration time for the first
layers in the sediment compared to layers higher in
sample. The relaxation time for each layer finally become
constant, fixed by the initial volume fraction and the se
mentation speed, and equal to the amount of time neede
add a number of particles to the sediment equal to the n
ber of particles in one layer. The layer at which this happ
is dependent on the difference in osmotic pressure at w
the first and next layers crystallize. Our results indicated t
this steady state was almost reached at crystallization of
fourth layer,27 in correspondence with the results in Fig.
Furthermore, the fact that the number of stacking faults
layer two and three decreases when the initial volume fr
tion decreases, supports the notion that the effect has a
netic origin and again stresses the importance of equilib
tion for the final crystal structure.

This effect is of importance for the use of sediment
colloidal crystals for photonic applications. For instance, t
crystals are sufficient to have a large bandgap,42 but if con-
ditions for colloidal crystal growth are then chosen such t
there is an increased probability for stacking faults in the fi
few layers, this will have a strong effect on the photon
band structure. After the first four layers, the value for^a&L

seems to converge to a constant value for both two samp
The ‘‘converging’’ value of the stacking parameter for th
bulk of the crystal was calculated by averaging over lay
five and higher. These results are given in the last colum
Table I. It should be noted that in view of the error margi
on both values for̂a&L.4 , we cannot exclude the possibilit
that the difference in stacking parameter for both volu
fractions could be solely due to this bottom-layers effect. T
difference between these samples and the 692 nm-ra
samples would then be due to the difference in ‘‘hardness
the interaction potential. However, the additional measu
ments for the 692 nm-radius particles also show an incre
in stacking parameter upon decreasing initial volume fr
tion, while the bottom-layers effect can be expected to
smaller at these higher Peclet-numbers~also compare Figs. 2
and 3!.

D. Influence of a bottom wall surface pattern

Finally, we want to illustrate how the interaction b
tween the bottom wall and the crystallizing colloids infl
ences the crystallization process and thus the stacking
quence as well. To this end, the stacking parameter
determined for the system of 692 nm-radius particles ove
plain wall as well as over an hcp~1100!-patterned wall30 that
was mismatched in one direction. This pattern serves a
template for crystallization, lowering in the ideal case t
surface free energy for a specific crystal orientation that t
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nucleates. At this specific template crystallization occurs
hexagonally stacked layers oriented parallel to the bott
wall, just like on the unpatterned wall. However, the orie
tation of the crystal over the template was found to be u
form for larger crystallites~lateral sizes.150mm) and only
smaller crystallites~lateral sizes,150mm) had a different
orientation. At the plain wall crystallites had a typical later
size of;40 mm, without any apparent~i.e., by visual inspec-
tion! correlations in orientation. The measurements at
plain ~untemplated! wall and the templated wall were pe
formed in the same sample cell, so all further conditions
exactly similar.

In Table I the stacking parameter for the templated cr
tal is indicated as well. Furthermore, in Fig. 3 the layer-w
averaged stacking parameters are given for both templ
and untemplated bottom wall. As can be seen, the ove
stacking parameter on the templated wall is increased c
siderably with almost 20%. Furthermore, the increased pr
ability for stacking faults to occur in the first few layers
also reduced with respect to the untemplated crystal. As th
was such a clear distinction between smaller and larger c
tallites, the stacking parameter over the templated wall w
also analyzed as a function of grain-size. No stacking-fa
were observed in the larger, template-oriented cryst
which were 6 crystallites out of a total of 67. For the smal
grains no correlation between crystallite size and the num
of stacking faults was observed. More statistics is howe
needed to analyze the dependence of the stacking param
on the crystal size, which is interesting in view of the stab
ity of the rhcp structure for small crystals shown by Pro
and Frenkel.10

The comparison between crystals that crystallized a
plain wall and those that crystallized at a templated w
indicates that the interaction between the wall and the c
tallizing suspension is of importance to the crystal quality
well. The effect of the bottom wall on the crystal structu
plays a role through the surface free energy, so a chang
^a& higher up in the crystal is not expected. In that resp
the values for̂ a&L.4 in the last column of Table I can als
be expected to be the ‘‘true’’ representation of the bulk sta
ing sequence. It would however still be interesting to t
whether the favorable interaction of a template might be a
to direct crystallization close to the wall to stacking-fault fr
fcc with the hexagonal fcc~111!-plane aligned parallel to the
surface. This template might even be a simple hexago

FIG. 3. Layer-averaged stacking parameter for a system of 1.4mm diameter
silica colloids sedimented at a plain wall~black squares! and at a mis-
matched hcp~1100!-template, that gives rise to a fcc~111!-surface alignment.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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patterned template as used by Heni and Lo¨wen29 in a recent
simulation study of wetting and prefreezing in a hard-sph
system.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A real-space analysis was performed on the crystal st
ture of sedimented silica colloids with Peclet-numbers on
order of 1021. The softness of the interaction potential w
furthermore varied from ratios between interparticle spac
and hard-sphere diameter ofdHS/d51.027 to dHS/d
51.322. These crystals showed a remarkably high amoun
fcc-stacking compared to bulk crystallization of hard-sph
particles. The tendency towards fcc may have two origins
can be caused by the reduced crystal growth velocities c
pared to bulk homogeneous crystallization, which gives
growing crystal more time for equilibration, or it can b
caused by the presence of the gravitational force field and
bottom wall of the sedimentation container which may fav
fcc crystal structure. The amount of stacking faults is be
reduced by changing the kinetics of sedimentation and c
tallization through the initial volume fraction. The softne
of the interactions is reflected in larger crystalline dom
sizes, but does not seem to influence the global stac
parameter. Furthermore, the range of the interaction in
ences the kinetics of sedimentation and crystallization, wh
is reflected in the possibility to crystallize particles from
higher initial volume fraction than for more hard-sphere-li
particles. Our results indicate that by slow sedimentation
possible to grow fcc crystals of hard-sphere particles.

It was also shown that even under conditions where
stacking parameter towards the bulk of the crystal
proaches values as high as 0.97, there is a remarkably h
probability for stacking faults to occur in the first four laye
on top of the bottom wall. This decreased stacking param
in the first few layers is also, at least partly, of kinetic orig
and results from the different mechanism of crystallizatio
i.e., on a plain wall for the first layer and on top of an he
agonally packed lattice for layers two and further.

The importance of the free energy barrier for formati
of the crystal layers at the bottom wall surface was shown
comparing the stacking sequence of silica particles s
mented on a plain wall with that on a template that favor
specific hexagonal orientation as reflected in larger dom
sizes of oriented crystallites. Under similar conditions t
overall stacking parameter is improved considerably towa
fcc, from 0.7860.11 to 0.9160.07. There are indication
that, at this template, the smaller crystallites~with lateral
size,150mm) have a lower stacking parameter, but mo
statistics is needed to further investigate the size-depend
of the stacking sequence of colloidal crystals.

These results are important for people using sedime
tion as a means to grow colloidal crystals for applicatio
like photonic materials, as control over and decreasing of
amount of stacking faults is crucial for these applicatio
Our results also indicate the need for more extensive inv
tigations, both theoretically as well as experimentally on h
erogeneous crystal growth, both in the presence of gravit
well as without the gravitational field. This knowledge
Downloaded 23 Dec 2002 to 131.211.35.102. Redistribution subject to A
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needed in order to understand and predict the phase beh
of colloids, but is furthermore crucial for the application an
engineering of colloidal materials.
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